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Agenda

“If everything seems under control, you're just 
not going fast enough.”

Mario Andretti
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The Changing Sales Environment

Heraclitus made the assertion that “Life is Flux” 

The changes that Sales and Procurement have 
and will continue to see are: 

▪ People
▪ Power / Technology
▪ Process
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The Changing Sales Environment

Significant changes since the mid 1980s:

People

• Fewer field Sales professionals
‐ 1995 to 2013, the top five pharmaceutical companies

shed >55% of their salespeople in the US
‐ Chemicals and Pharmaceutical companies continue

to restructure, consolidate and cut jobs
‐ Sales territories are realigned, expanded and

consolidated
‐ Interactions (transactions) were moved to telesales

and are now web based
‐ There’s less direct contact by and with an account

lead
‐ Key decision drivers/makers often aren’t involved in

the selling/buying experience until the last stages
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The Changing Sales Environment

Power / Technology

Significant changes since the mid 1980s:

Supplier

Customer

Relationships

1999 2004

1990’s 2000’s

1993

The Mechanization of the Relationship

B2B

P2P

… and spending on these cloud technologies 

is set to greatly expand in the coming years
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New methodologies continue to be introduced:

• Professional Selling 
Skills (Xerox)

• Strategic Selling
• Solutions Selling

• SPIN Selling
• Challenger
• Customer Centric

Prospect

Close

Address 
Objections

Offer

Assess Needs

Contact

Traditional 
Sales

Process

Process

The Process can vary with the
number of steps but it hasn’t
really hasn’t changed much

Methods seem to be the focus 
and they are often directed at 
overcoming the “mechanization” 
of relationships

Significant changes since the mid 1980s:

The Changing Sales Environment

Implementation
Is

relegated to 
someone else in 

the Supplier 
organization
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The Changing Sales Environment

Process versus Methodology

A process is the way of something throughout the act of doing it

Process - the stages, milestones, and steps followed e.g. starting with 
the prospect and through the sale

Methodology is the special way adopted in performing a task

Methodology is the approach and behavior within those stages, 
milestones, and steps

Methodology is separate from, but important to, process

Sales continues to focus on improving methods

Supply Management continues to focus on 
improving process
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Sourcing
(Strategic)

Procurement
(Tactical)

Purchasing
(Operational)

The Procurement function has
evolved significantly over the
past four decades. From a simple
“buyer” function in the 1980s, to
a key strategic role in many of
today’s companies.

Procurement continues to
develop in the robustness of the
procurement methods and
increasing its contributions to
the bottom line.

The Changing Buying Environment
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The Changing Buying Environment

Significant changes since the mid 1980s:

People

• More Supply Management professionals because of:

‐ Increasing recognition of the importance of the role

‐ Emerging as a career path / profession

‐ More responsibility for making buying decisions

‐ Buyers are proactive - less dependent on the seller

‐ Required to identify and select as well as integrate and innovate

‐ Relationships are based on expectation of performance

“It’s not the organizations that are competing.  It’s 
the Supply Chains that are competing.”  

Wael Safwat, Procurement & Supply Chain Leader
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Power / Technology

Significant changes since the mid 1980s:

Supplier

Customer

Relationships

1999 2004

1990’s 2000’s

1993

The Mechanization of the Relationship

… and spending on these cloud technologies 

is set to greatly expand in the coming years

B2B

P2P

The Changing Buying Environment
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Identify 
Need(s)

Measure 
Performance

Implement

Decision

Evaluate 
Alternatives

Research

Buying
Process

Process

The Procurement Process has 
remains relatively unchanged –
what has changed is the:

• Robustness with which each 
process step is executed, 
and

• Immediate access to market 
information

Significant changes since the mid 1980s:

The Changing Buying Environment

Category 
Management

Risk 
Management

Inventory 
Optimization

Relationship 
Management
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Observations

Yesterday

Today

Tomorrow

While the Buyers had the monies the Sellers
built relationships to their advantage

While relationships still matter, they’ve
changed significantly with the emergence
of the Supply Management professional
who is using knowledge and facts to have
more control in the relationship

Relationships will matter but will be based on
performance and innovation. It’s likely that Buyers
will become true managers of the process rather
than managed as happened decades ago
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Conclusions

There are no “silver bullets”. Relationships will succeed
and/or fail based on expectations of:

• Trust
• Collaboration
• Performance
• Listening
• Understanding (the requirements)
• ?????

• For experienced Sales professionals the “relationship” dynamic 
has changed – dramatically!

• If the expectation is that relationships can be affected by 
prioritizing methods over process the result will be a disconnect of 
understanding.
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QUESTIONS?

“Change is the law of life. And those who look only to 
the past or present are certain to miss the future.”

John F. Kennedy

End


